of the U.S. consular service. Meanwhile, Katz's father had learned that the Mexican government of President Lázaro Cárdenas was accepting European refugees, including Spanish republicans as well as anti-fascists of all kinds. To avoid possible deportation back to Germany, the Katz family left the United States for Mexico. And so it was, that in 1940, at the age of 13, Friedrich Katz arrived in Mexico-the first country from which he would never have to flee.
In Mexico, Katz attended the Liceo Franco-Mexicano. The family chose the Liceo because Friedrich was already fluent in French but had only begun to learn Spanish. The German language schools were still pro-Nazi and anti-Semitic and thus closed to him. Friedrich Katz's love of Mexico and his fascination with Mexican history and culture first developed while he was still speaking German at home and French in school and while he lived among European refugees preoccupied with a world war that never touched Mexico directly.
Katz graduated from the Liceo in 1945. Friends of the family in New York City helped him apply to Wagner College on Staten Island from which he graduated in only three years. He then returned to Mexico for a year of post graduate courses at the Instituto Nacional de Antropología e Historia, thus beginning his professional training as an historian. The following year, he returned to Austria-a country he could scarcely remember-to begin doctoral studies at the University of Vienna. Katz received his doctorate in 1954 for a thesis, published in German in 1956 and in Spanish translation in 1967, entitled Las relaciones socio-económicas de los Aztecas en los siglos XV y XVI. This work broke new ground by placing the available anthropological and archeological evidence on Aztec society in an historical context. Katz asked fundamental questions about the evolution of Aztec society that invited comparisons to the history of other ancient or pre-modern societies. This highly original tour de force, recently reissued in Mexico, was the first real history of Aztec society and is still required reading for students of pre-Columbian Mexico. Eventually, Katz's interest in comparative history led him to research the social structure and evolution of the Mayan and Incan cultures of pre-Columbian America as well. The result was Katz's monumental 1969 work entitled Pre-Columbian Cultures, with its provocative conclusion (among many others) that Aztec society, more than any other in the Americas, was evolving along lines comparable to the those of western Europe at the time of the Spanish conquest-highly militarized and warlike, with a precocious development of private property in land and long distance trade, linked to conquest and subjugation of foreign lands.
In 1956, the young Dr. Katz accepted a position in the history department of the Humboldt University in East Berlin. For the next twelve years, he taught Latin American history to students whose curiosity far exceeded their knowledge of this far away region of the world. He also worked closely with a number of outstanding Latin American specialists, such as the late Manfred Kossok at Leipzig, whose work continued a long tradition of scholarship on Latin America that had its roots in the nineteenth century.
For his Habilitationschrift, which he completed under the direction of the outstanding comparative historian Walter Markov, Katz began research on the Mexican Revolution, the topic that would occupy most of his time for the next five decades. Completed in 1962 and published in a small edition in the GDR in 1964, Deutschland, Diaz und die mexikanische Revolution: Die deutsche Politik in Mexiko 1870-1920 became a classic in its field. It represented the first work of historical scholarship to place the Mexican Revolution in an international context and to document the complex struggles among the Great Powers, each of which sought to exploit Mexico's turmoil to pursue its own strategic and economic interests. Katz also worked in the German archives on the broader history of German foreign relations. In 1956, he edited an important volume of essays on German Fascism in Latin America, in which his own contribution, a review of the main characteristics of German foreign policy in Latin America from 1898 to 1941, stands today as an important and insightful synthesis.
Some years later, Katz returned to the theme of Mexico's external relations during the revolutionary era in his magisterial work, The Secret War in Mexico: Europe, the United States, and the Mexican Revolution, published in 1981. The chapters in The Secret War on German relations with Mexico are based on Katz's earlier work, but The Secret War broke entirely new ground. Indeed, it succeeded in transforming historical scholarship on the Mexican Revolution in three fundamental ways. First, it situated the Mexican Revolution on the world stage and showed its relation to the broad sweep (as well as the narrow intrigues) of world history in the early twentieth century. Second and no less remarkable, it showed how the internal dynamics of the Mexican Revolution affected, and were affected by, external actors and the international environment. Third, Katz's work, more than that of any other historian, made the Mexican Revolution intelligible to historians of the other great social upheavals of the modern world and, in doing so, succeeded for the first time in inserting Mexico's Revolution into the global historiography of great revolutions and upheavals. Not long after publication of The Secret War, Katz received the Order of the Aztec Eagle, the highest honor that Mexico can bestow on a citizen of another country. Between Katz's two works on the international dimensions of the Mexican Revolution came his second unhappy departure from Berlin. Katz accepted an invitation to return to Mexico for the academic year 1968-1969 as a visiting professor of history in the Facultad de Filosofía e Letras at the National Autonomous University of Mexico. His teaching obligations turned out to be less than he had anticipated, as the student movement of 1968 kept the university on strike and closed for most of the autumn semester. Katz sympathized with the students and their allies who were demanding democratic reforms; he had already taken a similar position in support of the democratic opening in Czechoslovakia. After the suppression of the democratic movements in both places, Katz left Mexico and a year later in 1970 resigned from his position at the Humboldt University. He left East Germany for the United States, where the noted historian of Mexico Stanley Ross had arranged for him to spend a year as visiting professor at the University of Texas. While at Texas, he received and accepted an offer to join the history faculty at the University of Chicago. In 1971, Friedrich Katz moved to Chicago with his wonderful and talented wife, pediatrician Dr. Jana Katz, and their two gifted children, Leo and Jacqueline. Jana and Friedrich lived in Chicago until shortly before Friedrich's deathlonger than anywhere else.
Katz's years at the University of Chicago were extraordinarily productive. His presence was largely responsible for making Chicago the leading center for Mexican historical studies in the United States. Graduate students from all over the United States and Europe as well as Mexico and Latin America flocked to Chicago to work on their doctoral degrees under his supervision. Many have themselves become major contributors to the history and historiography of Latin America. For nearly two decades, in fact, Chicago awarded nearly one in every ten doctorates in Latin American history earned in the United States.
Katz meanwhile continued and deepened his work on Mexico and the Mexican Revolution, though he also wrote extensively on the social and political history of the Porfirian era that preceded and the Cardenista era that followed. Katz's interest in rural social movements of all kinds surely stems in part from his discovery of Mexico in the 1940s. Arriving in the wake of the Cardenista agrarian reform, Katz found a revolution in which peasant voices persisted, almost miraculously, long after the great battles had ended. They persisted not only because Mexico's peasants refused to be silent, but because their needs had acquired, as a result of the revolution of 1910-1917 (in which the peasants and popular movements themselves suffered great defeats) an extraordinary moral legitimacy throughout Mexican society. Katz's intense interest in peasant movements in Mexican history, from the prehispanic era to the twentieth century, is well represented in many of his writings, but best summed up in three brilliantly synthetic essays he wrote for an anthology he edited, Riot, Rebellion, and Revolution: Rural Social Conflict in Mexico, published in 1988.
Though he had already developed an interest in Pancho Villa and the Villista movement before moving to Chicago, this topic became a major focus of his work after The Secret War. In 1998, Katz published what may be his most important and significant historical work to date, The Life and Times of Pancho Villa, an astonishing work that places an exhaustive research effort at the service of an extraordinarily rich and synthetic historical narrative.
I have never quite understood Friedrich Katz's pursuit of Pancho Villa. In personality and life style, Katz does not resemble either Villa or his many pursuers, like the fiercely ambitious U.S. General John J. "Fighting Jack" Pershing or Villa's rivals for power in Mexico. Indeed, for every legendary exploit of Villa's on the battlefield, Katz's colleagues and students can cite a corresponding story of Katz's legendary gentleness and generosity. His only resemblance to Villa, as far as I can tell, lay in the affection and loyalty he inspired in so many of his colleagues and disciples, including this one. Perhaps Katz's interest in this topic was sparked not only by his own experience of Mexico in the 1940s, but also, as John Womack has suggested, by Katz's father, whose two novels were based on his own youthful observation of the suppression of peasant uprisings in Romania, an experience that propelled him into the socialist movement in Austria in 1907. Pancho Villa was not exactly a peasant, of course, but his first and most loyal followers, Katz discovered, were proud descendants of military colonists-free peasants with an extraordinary will to resist assaults on their lands and their traditions of self-government. Villa depended on them as much for moral reference as for their military skills. The ten-sion in Villa between the moral necessity of agrarian and other popular reforms and the practical imperatives of military campaigns and stable government make him emblematic of contradictions in the Mexican Revolution as well as postrevolutionary Mexican society. Perhaps the most important discovery documented in The Life and Times of Pancho Villa is precisely this complexity in the character of Villa and his movement, in contrast to the legends and myths that had previously reduced Villa and his followers to mere caricatures.
Katz's monumental work on Villa thus contained more than a biography of the man and the movement he led. It offered a new history of the Revolution itself, with a new emphasis on the crucial roles of the North, of the transformation of the northern frontier into a border, and of the Villista forces in propelling the revolution to its victories against the ancien régime. It also offered an assessment of the historical options foreclosed by the defeat of Villa and his agrarista ally Emiliano Zapata. In the end, the triumphant Constitutionalists did back into a radical agrarian reform in the1930s, but did so at the cost of consolidating a highly centralized single-party state. A victory by Villa and his allies, Katz suggests, would have included equally sweeping reforms in the countryside, but from the bottom up and would thus have been more likely to result in a more democratic trajectory than Mexico actually followed for the rest of the 20th century.
What links Katz's monumental work on Villa to all his other work is a vision of history that we do well to celebrate. The Katzean vision has at least three dimensions. The first is Katz's profound commitment to democratic values in the broadest sense. Throughout his work, he champions the underdog-especially the weak, dispossessed, and abused of the countryside, not to mention the most vilified of all of Mexico's revolutionary leaders, Pancho Villa. He never insults them by trying to idealize them or their movements. Instead, he simply takes them seriously, accumulates evidence on their lives and struggles, and listens carefully when they speak through the dust of old documents, as though they have as much right to be heard, and as much to tell us, as anyone else.
The second dimension is his commitment to comparative history. It begins with his path breaking work on the Aztecs, whom he compared not only to Mayan and Inca cultures, but also to pre-modern European and Asian societies. It includes his insightful comparisons of the Mexican Revolution to the other great social revolutions of the modern era and to such earlier upheavals in Mexico as the independence wars and the liberal revolution of the 1850s. Katz searches constantly not only to explain Mexican developments, but also to discover what made them unique, or similar, to developments in other times and places. Comparison, for Katz, is a mode of understanding history. It is what enables the historian to refine his perceptions of the causal linkages as well as the contingent possibilities that shape historical processes.
Finally, the third dimension of Katz's vision is its internationalism. Throughout Katz's work on post-conquest Mexico, and particularly his work on the twentieth century, he insisted on the importance of external forces in shaping Mexican history and on Mexico's significance in world history. Katz's work is thus constantly moving from analytical nar-ratives of events and people to interpretive discussions of historical context and broad patterns of historical change and development. This, of course, is the mark of every truly great historian. The creation of the Friedrich Katz Center for Mexican Studies at the University of Chicago, inaugurated by the president of Mexico in June of 2004, recognized the extraordinary influence that Katz's work has had both in Mexico and throughout the world. I was privileged to spend two happy decades there as his colleague, learning from him and from the incredibly talented students who came to study with him.
Friedrich Katz died at the age of 83 on October 16, 2010 in Philadelphia where he was being treated for cancer. He is survived by his wife, Jana, by their two children, Leo Katz, a professor of law at the University of Pennsylvania, and Jacqueline Ross, a professor of law at the University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana, and four grandchildren. The Katz family has suggested that donations in his memory be made to the Katz Center for Mexican Studies, The University of Chicago, 5848 S. University Avenue, Chicago, IL 60637.
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About My Father
When Winston Churchill lost the election of 1945, his wife tried to console him by saying that it might be a blessing in disguise. If it is, he replied, it is extremely well-disguised. The way-stations of my father's life consisted of many such extremely well-disguised blessings. Maybe the earliest was what happened in 1933, when his father, being a prominent journalist of Berlin's Communist daily, became an immediate target for arrest and had to flee to Paris, his family following shortly thereafter. That, for all the obvious reasons, turned out to be just such a well-disguised blessing.
Only a few years later, they were kicked out of France, his father having been involved in smuggling weapons during the Spanish Civil War-just in time to escape the imminent German onslaught, another blessing in disguise. They settled in New York, which my father took to like no other place he had ever lived in, much to his own father's annoyance, who complained in a letter to my grandmother that, "I fear that Friedl is turning into a real American." Why exactly my father should have so instantly taken to America I only got an inkling of many years later from the remark of a friend who had only known my father during his European and his Mexican phase and who did not travel to the United States until later in life. "I used to think Friedl was unique," this friend said, "until I visited Brooklyn." Alas, the New York paradise ended all too soon for him, since the weapons smuggling charges caused my grandfather to have to leave the United State as well, settling in Mexico. My father was unspeakably sad, which he had not been leaving either Germany or France. The blessing he was to get out of moving to Mexico-that this should turn out to be his life's work-well, that was probably the most heavily disguised blessing of all. There fol-lowed a few more such blessings in disguise-sitting in East Germany in 1956, with a doctorate in anthropology, trained to do work on the Aztecs, he wondered how exactly he was going to manage to carry out that work from such an unlikely place. His answer was to find something else to write on for which he was in the optimal place: Germany's role in the Mexican Revolution, which formed the beginning of his long-running study of the role of foreign powers during Mexico's most decisive historical moments, and really more broadly the problem of domestic revolution and foreign intervention.
One more well-disguised blessing bears mentioning: his inability to find a German or Austrian university that would give an ex-communist academic from East Germany the time of day, at least not unless he was willing to make a big show of renouncing all of his former friends and associations, which was most certainly not my father's style. The United States was more tolerant and forgiving and so he ended up in what he forever after thought of as the luckiest place an academic could possibly find himself, an American university. Rudyard Kipling said that to be born an Englishman was to draw the winning ticket in God's lottery. That's how my father came to think of being able to do his work at an American University. For a Jew born in Central Europe in 1927, it took many such well-disguised blessings if he wanted to have the good fortune of dying of cancer at the age of 83 in 2010.
The defining intellectual passion of my father's life has been history, most especially the study of revolutions. This preoccupation is connected in a rather straightforward way with the religion into which he was born-not Judaism, but Communism. If he heard me say that, he would bristle, but not necessarily object. It was a religion to which he certainly did not come on his own; it was chosen for him by his parents, as they chose it for themselves. This is really the only way in which one can explain how someone with his temperament and outlook could possibly end up enrolled, even temporarily, in a cause for which he was so ill-suited. My father's parents were by and large just what one imagines old style, early twentiethcentury communists to have been: fervent, judgmental, chain-smoking, with a relish for conflict, great confidence that they had all the right answers, devoid of any filial piety for their own parents who had raised them as orthodox Jews. When my grandmother was 87 years old, kindly, generous, sweet-tempered, her Communist party membership decades behind her, a then-girlfriend of mine asked whether she still believed in the revolution. She replied, why, yes, of course, without some bloodshed, how was one going to get the rich to give up their money?
My father however was everything my grandparents were not: measured, tentative, tolerant, as painfully conflict-averse a person as you are likely to ever meet, and certainly no chain smoker. Most ironically, however, unlike his parents, he was full of filial piety, and it is that which kept him in the fold of an ideology that went completely against his natural political predilections, which were those of a hesitant, self-doubting, left-of-center mainstream liberal. His admiration for his parents really was enormous, understandably so, most especially with regard to his father, who was a very formidable figure, a writer of bitingly satirical political commentary, less biting but still satirical novels about shtetl life under the Habsburgs, and historical novels about the Middle Ages and biblical times with an undisguised Marxist message. It took many years, the final denouement being the invasion of Czechoslovakia, following on the heels of an event almost equally provoking to him, the vituperation of Israel during the six day war, before he found his way to his real political home.
There was, however, a definite upside to his communist beginnings-not to become stuck here again on the disguised blessings theme: it helped fire his life-long interest in revolutions. Even if one does not think of them as communists do, as the engine that will bring us to a better future, they are indisputably historical phenomena of the first order that merit the deepest study and that is exactly what he gave them, most especially the Mexican Revolution. It also gave his outlook on history a distinctly non-antiquarian cast. History interested him in the same way the daily newspaper did, of which he tended to read dozens. The charm of it was not that it happened on some remote romantically tinged primeval stage, but that it happened, that it was complicated, that it affected a lot of people, just like the stuff of today's newspaper, which he thought had an equal claim on his attention.
My father achieved a lot in his life, both in his writing and in his teaching. But he did it, best as I can tell, without displaying even a modicum of what one might call worldly ambition. He was as free of envy, ill will, or jealousy as anyone I have known. A friend, Leah Semo, once used a phrase about him that stuck: "La Bondad con Patas." Goodness on two feet. That was him. That was my father. The worst I recall him saying about a colleague who had done him a truly bad turn was "not really a decent guy." Ambition is often called the fuel of achievement. Well, this car drove without fuel. Getting his books written never took precedence over family, friends, teaching, or all the other non-writing obligations which most of us academics are constantly complaining interfere with our getting our real mission accomplished. The only thing that drove him to get his work done, best as I can tell, was his enthusiasm for the subject. Even here, though, a kind of modesty prevailed. Although he believed of course in the value of the enterprise, he never did so to an overweening, self-glorifying extent.
Not that that allowed him to escape altogether the complaints of a family clamoring for more attention. When I was still a toddler, he would often spend the hours after I had gone to bed at the house of an elderly secretary named Mrs. Wischnewsky, to whom he dictated his second book. One day, when he picked me up from kindergarten I threw a temper tantrum in the middle of a crowded East German streetcar, screaming at the top of my voice: "Daddy, please, please, please, don't go to see that Mrs. Wishnevsky again tonight." But in fact work, or the recognition it brought, just didn't rank with his wife, his children, or his friends. For better or worse, as soon as he had his cancer diagnosis, he put aside two interesting books he was working on. He thought he still had a good long time to live, but just in case, he wanted to make sure he got to spend more time with us. At his birthday party one of us overheard him saying to my mother that this was the best year of his life because we were all around him so much.
The love he felt for us of course brought much love in return. My wife Claire knew him for a short eleven years, but in no time she too came to feel she had in him a second father, and in truth she did. Woody Allen said he did not want to be immortal through his work, but through not dying. Well, the love and strong-painfully strong-memories, dad, you inspired in others won't make you immortal either, but they certainly extend the bounds of your life far beyond its biological reach. I take the thought quite literally that as long as those memories and emotions reside in us, who knew him, a significant bit of him is still alive. His greatest scholarly enthusiasm, however, was post-independence Colombia, a nation he visited for the first of innumerable times in 1948 while still a doctoral student at Harvard University. As several of the obituaries in the Colombian press have stated, he was revered there as "el padre de los colombianistas" and as the scholar who opened the doors to the study of Colombia in U.S. academia. Among many honors, he was a member of the Colombian Academy of History, and in 1995 the Colombian government awarded him the Order of San Carlos for his many contributions to the history of the nation. On September 24, 2010 (unfortunately posthumously) the National University of Colombia awarded him an honorary doctorate.
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